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This paper gives necessary and suffiaent conditions on a Hilbert space operator 
A in order that C*(A), the C*-algebra generated by A, be generated by an 
irreducible, essentially normal, subnormal operator. Several specialized applications 
of this result are given and methods of constructing irreducible subnormal 
operators are developed. 0 1988 Academz Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
All Hilbert spaces in this paper are separable and over the complex held. 
For a Hilbert space X, a(%‘) denotes the algebra of bounded linear 
operators on Z, go =9&(X) the ideal of compact operators, and A: W + 
a/9$, the canonical epimorphism. If A E B(X), then a,(A) is the essential 
spectrum of A; that is, the spectrum of n(A) in 93/B,,. The approximate 
point spectrum of A is denoted by a,,(A). If 1~ @\o,(A) then A -I is a 
Fredholm operator and index(A - A) = dim ker(A - A) -dim ker(A - J.)*. 
Properties of the index can be found in [lo]. In particular, index(A - 2) is 
constant on components of @\a,(A). By the spectral picture of A will be 
meant the collection of compact sets {a(A), o,(A)}, together with the 
bounded components of @\@,(A), and the various values of the index on 
these components. 
Throughout this paper S will denote a subnormal operator on 2 and N 
a minimal normal extension (mne) of S on X. If cp is a continuous 
function on o(N) and P is the orthogonal projection of .% onto JV, then 
p(S) will denote the compression Pq(N) P of v(N) to ti. 
The main focus of this paper is the study of C*(S), the C*-algebra 
generated by an irreducible, essentially normal, subnormal operator S 
(recall an operator A is essentially normal if R(A) is normal in 9/g,,). 
Recall C*(A) is spatially *-isomorphic (denoted C*(A) z C*(S)) to 
C*(S) if A is unitarily equivalent to a generator of C*(S). In Section 2, a 
characterization of C*(S) is given, the generators of C*(S) are determined, 
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and the Brown-Douglas-Fillmore theory [6] is used to give necessary and 
sufficient conditions on an operator A in order that C*(A) g C*(S). The 
nature of the conditions is topological and algebraic and in order to effec- 
tively apply the result it is essential that the values of index(cp( S) - 1) be 
computed for 1 E @ \a,( p(S)). 
Section 3 contains results on computing o,(cp(S)) and index(cp(S) - A) 
for a continuous function ~0 on a(N). 
In Section 4 methods are developed for constructing irreducible subnor- 
mal operators with a prescribed spectral picture. In particular a collection 
of examples is obtained which is used in Section 5 to classify the various 
possibilities for C*(A), where A is an irreducible, essentially normal, 
operator with a,(A) the finite union of disjoint Jordan curves and 
index(A - 1) #O for at least one 1 in @\a,(~). 
If A, B are operators, then A is similar to B if there is an invertible 
operator R such that RAR-’ = B. If there are operators X and Y with no 
kernel and dense range such that XA = BX and AY = YB, then A is 
quasisimilar to B. A quick examination of the concepts of similarity and 
quasisimilarity leads one to the conclusion that there is no reason to 
believe that the C*-algebra generated by an operator should share any 
properties with the C*-algebra generated by a similar or quasisimilar 
operator. In Conway and McGuire [ 111 surprising results to the contrary 
are obtained when it is assumed that A and B are hyponormal or sub- 
normal operators satisfying certain restrictions. In Section 6, the results of 
[ 1 l] are extended. In particular it is shown that if A and B are 
quasisimilar cyclic subnormal operators, then C*(A) z C*(B). 
In [ 11, Theorem 3.21, a conjecture of Putnam [20] is proved. Section 7 
contains an improvement of this result. 
The notation and operators described below will be used freely 
throughout this paper. If G is a subset of C, then G and dG denote the 
closure and boundary of G, respectively. 
If K is a compact set in @, then Rat K = (f: f is a rational function with 
poles off K). If ,u is a positive, regular, bounded, Bore1 measure with 
support in K and R2(K, p) is the closure of Rat K in L’(p), then R2(K, p) is 
invariant for the operator N, on L2(p) given by (N,f)(z) = zf(z). Let S, be 
the restriction of N, to R’(K, 11). The reader is referred to [lo] for proper- 
ties of S, and subnormal operators in general. 
If G is a region in Cc bounded by a finite number of disjoint Jordan 
curves, a is a fixed point in G, and o is harmonic measure for G evaluated 
at a, then let H’(G)= R2(G, w). The operator S= S, on H*(G) is an 
irreducible, essentially normal, subnormal operator with a(S) = G, 
a,(S) = aG, and index( S - A) = - 1 for 1 in G. For these and other proper- 
ties of S, the reader is referred to the literature [lo, 12, 221. 
If K is a compact set, then V(K) will denote the space of continuous 
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functions on K endowed with the uniform norm. The topological winding 
number of a closed curve y about a point 1 in @\y will be denoted by 
vl(Y, 1). 
2. THE C*-ALGEBRA GENERATED BY S 
Throughout this section S will denote an irreducible, essentially normal, 
subnormal operator on X with N = rime(S) on X. The Gelfand iden- 
tification of C*(N) with %?(e(N)) will be denoted by pN. It is well known 
(see Arveson [2, p. 18, Theorem 1.4.2)) that since S is irreducible and 
esentially normal, .?&(X) c C*(S). Let ps denote the Gelfand identification 
of C*(S)/BO with %(0,(S)) and let 0 denote the map of C*(N) into C*(S) 
given by 0((p( N)) = q(S). Theorem 2.1 below is due to Olin and Thomson 
[ 181 and is included for completeness. The special case of Theorem 2.2, 
where a,,(S) = a(N), was first proved in Keough [ 161. Also, Theorems 2.1, 
2.2, and 2.3 were first proved for the special case where S is the classical 
unilateral shift by Coburn in [9]. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Olin and Thomson). if S is an irreducible, essentially 
normal, subnormal operator with N = mne(S), then CT,& S) = a,(S) and for cp 
and II/ in %(o(N)): 
(a) q(S) is compact if and only if cp(a,(S)) = (0); 
(b) ll~(ds))II = IIv I ae(S) 
(c) (cpll/)(S) - v(S) Ii/(S) i.v in go; 
(d) o,(cp(s)) = da,(S)); 




THEOREM 2.2. If S is an irreducible, essentially normal, subnormal 
operator and N = mne(S), then 
C*(S)= (cp(S)+K: q~Cf?(o(N)), KEEPS} 
= bdS)+K: cp~Q34N)), llvll = ll~((~H> K~Bobf,}. 
58009/2-12 
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Proof If AEC*(S), then let (Pi= (P~~~c)(A)E%(G,(S)). By Tietze’s 
Extension Theorem (Rudin [23, p. 422]), qPA can be extended continuously 
to a(N) with preservation of norm. Choose such an extension and denote 
it by $A. It follows from Theorem2.l(e) that (~~orc)($~(S)--A)= 
cpA--qA=O. Since ker(p,on)=&,(X), A=@,(S)+K for some KE 
aO(Y). The reverse inclusion is trivial. 1 
If G(N) = o,,(S), then the identification of A in C*(S) with q(S) + K is 
unique. If a(N) # a,,(S), then the identification need not be unique. 
However, if A=cp,(S)+K,=cp,(S)+K,, then ~,I[T,(S)=(P~]~,JS). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let cp l %?(cr(N)) and KE$,(X) be such that q(S) + K is 
irreducible. Let tj E %(0,(S)) and 1,6, be an extension of $ to a(N) such that 
$,(S)E C*((p(S)+ K). Then, if $2 is any other extension of tj to a(N), 
Ic1AS) E C*(dS) + K). 
Proof. Since (ps;x)(~,(S)-~z(S))=JI-~=O, &,(S)=ij,(S)+K, 
for some K, in 9$,(X). Since q(S) + K is irreducible and essentially normal, 
~,,(X)G~C*((P(S)+ K). Since $,(S) and K, belong to C*((p(S)+ K), 
J/~(S)=J/,(S)-K,EC*((~(S)+K). 1 
THEOREM 2.4. If cp E %(o( N)) and KE %JA?), then C*((p(S) + K) = 
C*(S) if and only if 
(1) cp( S) + K is irreducible, 
(2) cp ) a,(S) is one-to-one. 
Proof: Assume that C*((p(S) + K) = C*(S). Since S is irreducible, 
C*(S) = C*((p(S) + K) is an irreducible operator algebra. Hence q(S) + K 
is irreducible. 
Let { P,,(z, Z)} be a sequence of polynomials in the noncommuting 
variables z and Z such that {p,(cp(S)+ K, q(S)* + K*)l converges to 
S. It follows from Theorem 2.1(c) that p,(cp(S) + K, q(S)* + K*) = 
p,(cp, G)(S) + K,,, where K,, E 58,,(X) and p,(cp, Cp)(S) is the compression of 
p,(rp(N), G(N)) to 2”. Note that p,(cp, 4) is a polynomial in the com- 
muting functions cp and (p. Since {p,(cp, Cp)(S) + K,,} converges to S, 
((P.F)CA(~~~ @j)(S) +Kn - Sl> converges to 0 in %(0,(S)). Hence 
{T(P”((P, cp)-2)) converges to 0 in V(a,(S)). Since s(p,(q, @IO)) = 
p,(5(~), t(4)). C*(r(rp)) = C*(z I a,(S)) = @(a,(S)). Since z I a,(S) separates 
points, r(cp) separates points. 
Now assume that q(S) + K is irreducible and q(a,(S) is one-to-one. 
Since q(S) + K is irreducible, &$,(&‘) c C*((p(S) + K). By Theorem 2.2 and 
Lemma 2.3, it suffices to show that for every J/ in %(0,(S)), there exists an 
extension $ in %(0(N)) such that $(S)E C*(p(S) + K). Since plcre(S) is 
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one-to-one, the Stone-Weierstrass theorem implies C*( cp (n,(S)) = 
%‘(a,(S)). Let { P,,(z, Z)} be a sequence in the noncommuting variables z and 
Z such that { p,(cp, (p) > converges to $ in %?(a,(S)) and let $ be any exten- 
sion of $ to o(N). By Tietze’s Extension Theorem, for each n there exists g, 
in WW)) such that g, I a,(S) = P,(CP, (P) - II/ and IIg,II = llg, I o,(S)II. If 
A,(v,cP)=g,+$, then A(R@)EW~W) and Ild”(rp,(P)-~ll=ll~,ll= 
Ilp,,(cp, rP) - $11. For each n, p,(cp(S) + K v(S)* + K*)E C*(dV + K) and 
by Theorem 1.1(c), p,(cp(S)+K,cp(S)*+K*)=p,(cp,@)(S)+K,, where 
K, E %(W. Since (~,~n)Cp,(cp, @J(S) + Kl = P,(CP, Cp), ~~mm 2.3 
implies a,((~, Cp)(S)e C*((p(S)+ K) for each n. Moreover if P is the 
orthogonal projection of X onto 2, then 
IIB,(cp, @J)(S) - ew 
= II PP,((P, 4)(N) - hmll 
Q IIMcp, rp)wemIl= Ildn((P7 cp)-$ll= IlPn(% cp)-ll/ll, 
which approaches 0 as n increases without bound. Hence, (b,,(~~ q)(S)} is 
a sequence of operators in C*((p(S) + K) converging in norm to $(S). Since 
C*((p(S) + K) is norm closed, $(S) E C*((p(S) + K). 1 
While Theorem 2.4 gives necessary and sufficient conditions on an 
operator A in C*(S) in order that C*(A) = C*(S), the conditions involve 
representing A in the form q(S) + K. In Theorem 2.5 below, not only is the 
assumption that A is in C*(S) removed, but also necessary and sufficient 
internal conditions on A are given in order that C*(A) and C*(S) be 
spatially *-isomorphic. 
THEOREM 2.5. If S is an irreducible, essentially normal, subnormal 
operator and A E a(&), then C*(A) s C*(S) if and only if 
(a) A is irreducible, 
(b) A is essentially normal, 
(c) a,(A) = cp(a,(S)L where cp E %?(a( N)) and rp is one-to-one on 
fJ,(Sh 
(d) index(A - 1) = index(cp(S) - 1) for 1 E C\a,(A). 
ProofI If C*(A) 2 C*(S), then by Theorems 2.2 and 2.4, A z q(S) + K, 
where cp E %(o( N)), KE 3?,,, cp Ia,(S) is one-to-one, and p(S) + K is 
irreducible. Since n(C*(S)) is abelian, A is essentially normal. Also, 
o,(A) = 44A)) = 44cp(S)+K)) = 44dS))) = 4p,c~n(cp(S))) = 
a(~ ( a,(S)) = cp(a,(S)). Since the index is unchanged by a compact pertur- 
bation, (d) is immediate. 
For the converse, (b), (c), (d), and Theorem 11.1 of [6] imply there exist 
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operators W and K, with W unitary and K compact, such that a unitary 
operator W and a compact operator K such that W- ‘A W= q(S) + K. 
Since A is irreducible, cp( S) + K is irreducible. The result now follows from 
Theorem 2.4 since cp is one-to-one on a,(S) by (c). 1 
It is appropriate to remark at this point that for every cp in %‘(a(N)) such 
that cp 1 a,(S) is one-to-one, there are operators A and K, with A irreducible 
and K compact, such that an irreducible operator A and a compact 
operator K such that A = q(S) + K. Hence A satisfies (a) through (d) of 
Theorem 2.5. In fact, by a result of Halmos (see Herrero [ 15, p. 104]), for 
every operator A in g’(X) there is a compact operator K such that A + K 
is irreducible. This shows that if C*(A) z C*(S), then A may have isolated 
eigenvalues of finite multiplicity at a finite number of specified points in @. 
3. THE INDEX OF q(S) 
A difliculty with Theorem 2.5 is that the verification of condition (d) 
involves a knowledge of the index of q(S) - 1 for an arbitrary rp in 
%?(a(N)). This section contains results on computing the index of p(S) - ,I 
for certain classes of essentially normal, subnormal operators. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let S= QF=, S, and T= @y=“=, T,, where S, and T, 
denote either a normal operator or an irreducible, essentially normal, subnor- 
mal operator. If S z T + K for some compact operator K and cp E V(o(N) v 
a(M)), where N = mne( S) and M = mne( T), then 
(a) aAdS)) = a,(cp(T)) = X and 
(b) index(cp(S)--l)=index(cp(T)-1) for IE@\X 
Proof. For each i = 1, . . . . k and j = 1, . . . . m, let N, = mne(S,) and M, = 
mne( T,). Also, let P,, Q, be the orthogonal projections of the spaces on 
which N,, M, act onto the spaces on which S,, T, act, respectively. If 
{pn(z, z)} is a sequence of polynomials in z and Z which converges to cp 
uniformly on a(N) u a(M), then {pn(z, Z)} converges to cp uniformly on 
a(N,) and a(M,) for each i and j. Hence for each n, there is a compact 
operator K,, such that 
=p,(T, T*)+K,,= 6 p,(T,, T,*)+K,. 
J=I 
For each i= 1, . . . . k either S, is normal and p,(S,, S,*) is equal to the com- 
pression P,p,(N,, N,*) P, or else Theorem 2.1(c) applies and p,(S,, S,?) is a 
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compact perturbation of P,p,(N,, N,*) P,. Similarly, for each i = 1, . . . . m, 
p,(T,, 7’,*) is a compact perturbation of Q,pJM,, MT) Q,. Hence if P= 
@:= i P, and Q = @y= i Q,, then there is a compact operator K:, such that 
Pp,(N, N*) P z Qp,,(M, M* ) Q + K,. Since ~“(2, Z) converges uniformly on 
a(N) u a(M) to cp, (Pp,(N, N*) P} and {Qp,(M, M*) Qj converge to 
q(S) and cp( T), respectively. Hence {Kn} is a Cauchy sequence which 
converges to a compact operator K’ and cp( S) z cp( T) + K’. The result now 
follows easily. 1 
COROLLARY 3.2. If G is a region bounded by I-, afinite system of disjoint 
Jordan curves oriented so that G = inside(r), and S is an irreducible, essen- 
tially normal, subnormal operator such that a(S) = G and index(S - 1) = - 1 
for all 1, in a(S)\o,(S), then for each cp in G!?(a(N)): 
(a) ~,(cp(S)) = do,(S)); 
(b) index(cp(S)- A) = -n(cp(f), A) for all A in C\a,(cp(S)). 
Proof Let E denote the closure of a,(S)\r and let B be a normal 
operator with o(B) = o,(B) = E. By Theorem IV.35 of Tsuji [24, p. 4241, 
there is a region D bounded by circles and a one-to-one conformal 
mapping $ of D onto G. Extend I+$ to a homeomorphism of d onto G and 
let Tz be the operator given by multiplication by z on H’(D). It is well 
known (see Abrahamse [ 11) that Tz is an irreducible, essentially normal, 
subnormal operator with a,($( Tz)) = f and index($( T,) - A) = -1 for all 
A in G. Hence, if T = B@ $( T,), then a,(T) = a,(S) and index( T- A) = - 1 
for 1 in C\a,( T). By [6, Theorem 11.11, 5’~ T+ K. Since c,(T) = a,(S) = 
a,,(S) c a(N), the operator q(T) = q(B) @ (q 0 Ic/)( T,) is well defined. By 
Lemma2.17 of Abrahamse [l, p.2791, o,((cpotjt)(T,))=cp(T) and 
index((cpo$)(T;)-l)= -q(cp(T),1) for all 1 in C\cp(f). Since q(B) is 
normal and a,(cp(B)) = q(E), it follows from Theorem 3.1 that a&&S)) = 
o,(cp( T)) = da,(S)) and index(cp(S) - A) = --r](rp(T), 2) for I in 
@\a,(cp(S)). I 
A recent result of Hadwin and Nordgren [ 14, p. 9, Corollary 93 states 
that if T is an operator such that T*T- TT* is the sum of a positive 
operator and a trace class operator and if area oe( T) = 0, then T*T-- TT* 
is trace class if and only if xmkdO lrnkl area Vk < cc, where mk is the value 
of the Fredholm index of Ton the component V, of C\o,( T). Hence quite 
often the assumption that S be essentially normal can be replaced with the 
assumption that area a,(S) = 0. 
The special case where n = 1 of Corollary 3.3 below is proved in Conway 
and McGuire [ 111. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If S is multiplication by z on H’(G), where G is a 
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region bounded by a finite system of disjoint Jordan curves r and A is an 
operator, then C*(A) z C*(S) tf and only cf 
(a) A is irreducible; 
(b) A is essentially normal; 
(cl a,(A) = q(T), where cp is a homeomorphism; 
(d) index(A --A) = -q((p(T), A) for 2 in @\cp(f). 
ProoJ Apply Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 3.2. 1 
Assumption 3.4. The operator A is such that @\a,(A) has only a finite 
number of bounded components G r, . . . . G,, each of which has the property 
that dc, consists of a finite number of disjoint Jordan curves. Assume 
r, = aG, is positively oriented with inside = interior(cj) and a, = 
index(A - A) for 1 in G,, j = 1, . . . . n. 
THEOREM 3.5. If A is an essentially normal operator satisfying 
Assumption 3.4 and { p,,,(z, Y)} . IS a sequence of polynomials in the noncom- 
muting variables z and Z such that {p,(A, A*)} converges in norm to an 
operator B, then 
(a) {pm(z, Z)} converges in W(o,(A)) to a function cp, 
(b) a,(B) = cp(o,V )I, and 
(c) index(B-2)=x;=, a,q(cp(T,), 1) for 1 in C\a,(B). 
Proof: Since n(A) is normal, K( C*(A)) = C*(x(A)) is identifiable with 
V(a,(A)) via the Gelfand map pa. Since x is contractive and { p,(A, A*)} 
converges to B, ((p, 07c)(p,(A, A*))} = {p,,,(z, T)} converges in %(cTJA)). 
Let cp = lim pm in V(o,(A)). It follows that (pa 0 n)(B) = cp and hence 
cr,( B) = cp(o,(A)). Now for each j = 1, . . . . n, let E, be the closure of 
G,\(G, u aG,) and let N, be a normal operator tiith a(N,) = o,(N,) = E,. 
Also, let S, be multiplication by z on H2(interior G,) and let II/,: f, 2 f, be 
a continuous function such that q($,(r,), 1) = -a, for 1 in interior(G,) and 
0 for 1 in C\G,. By Theorem 11.1 of [6], @;=,($,(S,)ON,)zA++for 
some K in 9&,. Hence for each m there is a compact operator K,,, such 
that O;= ,Cp,($,(S,), $,(S,)*)O p,(N,, NT)1 2 P,(A, A*)+ K,. Since 
(p,(A, A*)} converges to B, {p,(N,, N,?)} converges to cp(N,), and 
(P,($i(S,)T $,(S,)*)f converges to (cpoII/,)(S,), it follows that {K,} is 
Cauchy in ?&, and hence converges to a compact operator K’. 
Hence B + K’ z @;= r[(cp 0 $,)(S,) 0 cp(N,)] and index(B - ;i) = 
index(O’f=,C(cpo~,,)S,Ocp(N,)l-~)=~~=,a,rl(cp(T,),~) for each J in 
@\a,(W. I 
COROLLARY 3.6. If S is an essentially normal subnormal operator 
satisfying Assumption 3.4 and cp E %(a( N)), then 
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(4 QPLV) = cp(~,(W~ and 
(b) index(cp(S) - A) = I$=, a,v(cp(~,), n)for A in @\a,(cp(S)). 
Proof: Apply Theorem 3.5 to a sequence of polynomials (pm(z, Z)} 
converging to cp in @(a(N)). 1 
Example 3.7 illustrates Corollary 3.6 in a simple case. 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Let S be an essentially normal subnormal operator with 
the spectral picture described in Fig. 1. 
That is: 
a(S)=y,uinsidey,; o,(S)=y,uy,uy,uE; 
G’, = G,\E= (1: index(S-A)= -3}; 
G; = G,\E= {A: index(S- A)= -2); 
G;=G,\E= {kindex(S-I)= -5); 
f-r = y, u yz u y3, where y, is positively oriented and both yz 
and yJ are negatively oriented; 
Tz = y2, where yz is positively oriented; 
rj = y,, where yj is positively oriented. 
Let cp be a one-to-one continuous function on a(S) such that cp(yt) = yr, 
cp(y*) = -y2 ( -y2 means reverse the orientation), and cp(yj) is a Jordan 
curve with the same orientation but contained in the inside of y2. 
Let C,, C2, and C3 be the components of @\o,(cp(S)) indicated in 
Fig. 2. By Corollary 3.6, index(cp(S) - A) = -3q(cp(f,), A) - 2q((p(f2), 2) - 
Sq(cp(T,), I) for 1 in C\cp(a,(S)). Hence, 
if 1 E C, , index(cp(S) - 2) = -3( 1 + 0 + 0) - 2(O) - 5(O) = -3; 
if1EC2,index(rp(S)-A)= -3(1+1+0)-2(-1)-5(O)= -4; 
if1EC3,index(cp(S)-A)= -3(1+1-1)-2(--1)-5(l)= -6. 
FIGURE 1 
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FIGURE 2 
4. EXAMPLES OF IRREDUCIBLE SUBNORMAL OPERATORS 
This section contains results on the problem of constructing irreducible 
subnormal operators with a prescribed spectral picture. A major goal of 
this section is to obtain a collection of examples which will be used in 
Section 5 to classify the various possibilities for C*(A), where A is an 
irreducible essentially normal operator with o,(A) equal to the finite union 
of disjoint Jordan curves and index(tl - L) # 0 for some d in C\a,(A). 
The restrictions that S be irreducible and subnormal preclude certain 
spectral pictures. In particular, since ker(S - 1) is reducing for a subnormal 
operator, index(S - 1) < - 1 for A in a(S)\o,(S). Also, the Riesz 
Functional Calculus can be used to show that if index( S - A) = 0 on a com- 
ponent of C/a,(S) which disconnects the spectrum of S, then S is 
reducible. Henceforth only spectral pictures satisfying these restrictions will 
be considered. 
A start on the problem of constructing these operators can be found in 
Conway [lo, p. 2761. Here, for a given positive integer n, an irreducible, 
essentially normal, subnormal operator S is constructed with a(S) = d = 
(2: IZI <l}, o,(S)=8D and index(S - 2) = --n for I in D. The idea of 
Conway’s construction is to form a skewed direct sum by “slanting” one of 
the Hilbert spaces across the others in such a way that the resulting 
operator is irreducible as well as similar to the operator obtained from 
taking the direct sum. Since the operators are similar, they have the same 
spectral picture. The subnormality results from the slanting being done in a 
special way, The techniques and methods of this section were inspired by 
this construction. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 1 < n < ~10 and let {p,}‘f = ,, be a collection of pairwise 
singular, positive, regular, Bore1 measures which are supported on a compact 
subset of C. For each j = 0, . . . . n assume that: 
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(a) q is a subspace of L*(p,) which is invariant for the operator Nj on 
L*(p,) defined by (N,f)(z)=zf(z) and q contains a nonzero constant 
function; 
(b) if S, = N, 1 %!j is the restriction of N, to %J, then S, is an irreducible 
subnormal operator with N, = mne(S,); 
(c) there exists a bounded linear operator A,: PO -+ 4 such that 
A, S, = S, A, and the range of A, contains a nonzero constant function. 
Then there exists an irreducible subnormal operator S such that S is similar 
to @y&s,. 
Proof First note that if n = co, then by replacing p, with (l/2’ llpJ,ll) pJ, 
it can be assumed that xmzO 11/~~// = 1. Hence p=z;=,pJ is well defined 
and X = L*(p) = @;=O Li(pJ). Similarly replacing A, by (l/2’ ljAJjl) A,, 
C:= 1 IMJI12 < c.00. 
For each i= 1, . . . . n, let A, be a measurable subset of a(S,) such that 
pJ(A,) > 0 and pJ(C\ A,) > 0. Since S, is irreducible, xd, 4 5, where X+ is the 
characteristic function of A,. Let PA,: L’(p,) + L2(pJ) be the projection 
given by P,,f = x.+f 
For each f in ZO, let]= (f, Pd,A,f, P,,A2J . ..) and let M= {f f EsO). 
Note M c X since II3Ii’ = Ilf II* +X7=1 /P,A,f II* < IIf /I*(1 + 
x:‘f = I (( A,(( ‘) < co. Since P,,A, is bounded for each j, M is closed. Moreover 
Mn@;=,~=(O). Let X=M+@;=,$ 
Claim 1. X is closed in X. 
If {3n + (0, g;, s;, ... ) i is a Cauchy sequence in 8, then {f,,) is a 
Cauchy sequence in Z0 and { P,,A, f, + g,“} is a Cauchy sequence in L2(pJ) 
for each j> 1. Since X0 is complete, there exists f E X0 such that (f,} con- 
verges to J: Hence { P,,A, fn } converges to Pd,AJf: Thus {g;} is a Cauchy 
sequence in $ and converges to a function gJ in $. It follows that 
(3,, + (0, g:, g;, . ..)} converges top+ (0, g,, g,, . ..) and that X is closed. 
Claim 2. If N is given by multiplication by z on X, then X is invariant 
for N. 
Applying (c) at the appropriate place yields N(f, P,, A, f -t g,, . ..) = 
kf, zP,,A,f-1, . . . ) = (Sd P,,zA,f +zg,, . ..) = (S,f, P,,A,S,f + 
S, g,, . ..) = S,f + (0, S, g,, S2 g,, . ..). which belongs to .X. 
Claim 3. If S = N( Y, then N = mne(S). 
If dp is the smallest reducing subspace for N containing Z’, it suffices to 
show 9 =X. Since &JG 2 for j> 1, L2(pJ) G Y for i> 1. It follows that 
( FZrn, 0, 0, . ..) E 9 for each n, m >, 0. Hence L’(p,,) c 9 and Y = X. 
Claim 4. S is irreducible. 
It suffices to show there are no nontrivial projections in {S}‘, the com- 
mutant of S. If P is a projection in {S}‘, then by a theorem of Bram (see 
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Proposition 11.6 of [lo, p. 1981) there is a projection Q in {Nj’ such that 
QX C_ Z and Q (X = P. Since N is cyclic, {N)‘= (M,: cp E L”(p)), where 
M, is the operator given by multiplication by cp on L2(c(). Hence Q = M, 
for some characteristic function x. Thus there are pairwise disjoint Bore1 
sets go, cL, . . . such that M, = M,O M, @ . . . . where M, denotes the mul- 
tiplication operator MxO , j = 0, 1, . . . . Since M, ~9 G SF, M,Zo E X0. Since 
S, is irreducible, x, = O’or 1 in L’&). 
Case 1. zoo = 0. 
If x~~=@ then (0, xo,(Pd,Alf+ gl), xo,(P,,A2f+ g2), . ..I is in X for 
each f in &; and g, in 3. Since M n @ :=, $= (0), this imphes 
x,( P3,A, f + g,) E 8 for each j-and every f E .2&-g, E%. Let f = 0. Since S, 
is irreducible, x0, = 0 or 1 in L’(p,). If x~, = 1, then Pd,A,f + g, E 3 for all 
f E 2; and g, E q. Since the range of A, contains the constants, there is an 
f, in & such that A,f, = 1. Letting f =f, and g, = 0 gives X~,E $, 
contradicting the choice of A,. Hence xc, = 0 for each j and Q = 0. 
Case 2. xoo = 1. 
IfXao=l, then (~~~,(P~,A,f+g~),...)~&?forallf~&&g,~$. Since 
each S, is irreducible, it follows on letting f = 0 that x0, = 0 or 1 in L*(p,). If 
1, = 0, then since M n @y=, $= (0), it follows that P,A,f E S$ for all f 
in pO. If f = f, where A,& = 1, then xd, f 3, contradicting the choice of A,. 
Hence Q is the identity. 
Claim 5. S is similar to @ I=0 S,. 
Let R: @;=Oq-X be defined by R(f,, f ,,... )=fo+(O, f,, f2 ,... ). 
Since R is a bounded linear bijection, R is boundedly invertible. Moreover, 
if T= @‘,‘=,S,, then 
RTR-'(jb+(O,f,,...))=RT(f,,f,,...)=R(S,S,,S,f,,...) 
=(&So, P,,4&fo+S,f,, P,,A,&fo+&f,, . ..) 
=(S,S,,P,,S,A,f,+S,f,,P,,SzAzfo+Szfi,...) 
=Wofo, P,,N,A,h+N,f,, P~$'2Axfi+Nzfz~...) 
=(NofOv W',,4fo+W,, N,P,,A,f,+~,f,J 
=wb+(Qf,,f23...)). I 
In the proof of Theorem 4.1, the assumption that the range of A, con- 
tains the constants is used only to ensure that there is an f in X0 such that 
P,A,f 4 3, and hence can be considerably weakened. In particular, if 
cr( S,) # a,,(S,) and A, is taken to be a closed disk in ~(S,)\D,JS,), then 
Corollary 1.7 of [ 171 and an appeal to local spectral theory can be used to 
produce such an .f 
The most difficult assumption to satisfy in applying Theorem 4.1 is the 
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existence of the intertwining operator Aj. In fact, if it is desired that S have 
a prescribed spectral picture, then it may be necessary to select the 
operators {Sj};=, judiciously. Assumption (c) may fail to hold even 
though @ IfCO S, has the desired spectral picture. Example 4.2 illustrates 
this difficulty and indicates a right way and a wrong way to proceed. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let D, and D, be open disks whose boundaries intersect 
in precisely two points. Let f, be the boundary of Go = D, u D, and f, the 
boundary of G, = Do n D, . The objective is to use Theorem 4.1 to con- 
struct an irreducible subnormal operator S such that a(S) = Go, a,(S) = 
Tour,, index(S-1)= -1 for 2 in G,,\G,, and index(S-l)= -2 for 1 
in G,. 
The Wrong Way. Let S, be multiplication by z on so = H2(Do) and let 
S, = S,, on $ = R’(D,, ,u,), where p, is area measure restricted to D,. It is 
an easy exercise to verify So 0 S1 has the desired spectral picture and that 
all the assumptions, excluding (c), of Theorem 4.1 hold. 
Claim. If A is a nonzero operator such that S, A = AS,,, then A is 
unbounded. 
If A is nonzero, then there is an f in X0 such that g = Af is nonzero in 
%i. Since g is analytic in D, , there is an open disk 0 in D, \ D, and there is 
a constant c > 0 such that g(z) 2 c for all z in C. If 2 is the center of 0 and 
M, = (z E G,: distance(z, D,) < distance(l, D,) - l/n}, then by Runge’s 
theorem there is a polynomial p,, such that Jp,(z) - l/(z - A)1 < l/n for all z 
in M,. Since S,A = AS,, p,(S,) A = Ap,(&) and hence p,, g = A(p,f). 
Also, since (Ip,II LaCW) < 1 + (1 l/(z - A)[1 r”CCwJ for all n, 
However, 
llp,gll~, =i,, IPM* Id412 dad4 
B I IP&)I* I&)12~=W .w.nc- 
2 c2 s I~,(z)l* darea M”nC 
Since this last quantity is unbounded as n approaches co, A is unbounded. 
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The Right Wuy. Let S, be multiplication by z on so = H2(G0) and 
S, = S,, on *i = R*(G,, pI), where p, is area measure restricted to G,. As 
before, it is easy to see that all the assumptions, excluding (c), of 
Theorem 4.1 are satisfied and that S, @ S, has the desired spectral picture. 
Note that if fE X0 then f 1 D, E H*(D,). Also, without loss of generality it 
may be assumed that Do is the unit disk. It follows that 
li If(z d D" area(z)= jol& j:' If(re'R)12d8rdr<~ llfll:, 
and hence f 1 G, E 3$. Hence if Af = f 1 G,, then A is a bounded linear 
operator from .X0 into % such that S, A = AS,. Theorem 4.1 can now be 
applied. 
Assumption 4.3. For each j= 1, . . . . 
the component of C\, {C,, . . . . C,,} 
n, C,={z:Izl=n+l-j} and 0,is 
such that C, c 8D, and D, E inside( C,). 
The key idea for the construction of the examples in the following 
Proposition was communicated to me privately by Jim Thomson and Bob 
Olin. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. If a,, = 0 or a,, = 1, then there e.uists an irreducible sub- 
normal operator S such that S*S - SS* is trace class, a,(S) = U’f = , C,, 
index(S-l)= -lforAinD,u ..‘~D,~,,andindex(S-I)=-aHfor 
in D,,. 
Before entering into the technical aspects of the proof of Proposition 4.4, 
it is worth recalling a few facts. 
If G is a plane domain bounded by a finite collection of disjoint Jordan 
curves, then an analytic function f on G is said to belong to E*(G) if there 
is a sequence {G,) of domains whose boundaries { rr} consist of a finite 
number of disjoint rectifiable Jordan curves such that: r, eventually con- 
tains every compact subset of G; the lengths of the r, are bounded; and 
lim supr+ r jr, lf(412 Id z < ccl (see p. 182 of Duren [13]). If ,fEE’(G), I 
then f has nontangential boundary values almost everywhere with respect 
to arc length measure on r. Moreover, if the nontangential limits off 
vanish on a set of positive arc length measure, then f is identically zero. 
(See Theorem 10.3 on p. 170 and the remarks on p. 182 of Duren [13].) 
An analytic function f on G is said to belong to the Bergman space, 
denoted L:(G), if sjc; If( d area(;) < 8~. In contrast to the space E*(G), 
if f E L:(G), then f need not have boundary values on r. Throughout this 
paper the domain G will always be such that L:(G) = R2(G, area ( G). For 
properties of the Bergman space the reader is referred to Conway [lo] and 
Axler [3]. 
In the proof of Proposition 4.4 below the operator S acts on a Hilbert 
space which combines the properties of a Bergman space with those of a 
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particular E’(G) space. The domain G is carefully selected in order that 
boundary values exist on a specified subset of U;=, C,. 
Proof: Assume a, = 1. The case where a, = 0 is similar and will be con- 
sidered last. For each J= 2, . . . . n, let E, be a nowhere dense compact subset 
of C, such that m(E,) > 0, where m denotes arc length measure on lJ;= z C,. 
It follows that for each j= 2, . . . . n, C,\E, is the countable union of disjoint 
open arcs {A,,,},“= ,. For each m, let L,,m denote the line segment joining 
the endpoints of A,,,, and let Z,,, denote the semicircle with diameter L,,m 
such that A,,, E inside(L,,, u I,,,). If L, = E, u (U,“= , L,,,) and I, = E, u 
(lJ::‘= , I,,,), then L, and 1, are rectifiable Jordan curves. Note that E,, . . . . En 
can be chosen so that L, n I, +, is empty for each j = 2, . . . . n - 1 and assume 
that this is the case. Let ,U = p, + C;=,(p, + y,), where p, denotes the sum of 
arc length measure on C, and area measure restricted to D, u ... u D,, 
and for j = 2, . . . . n, p, and y, denote arc length measure on L, and I,, respec- 
tively. IffE L’(p) andfis analytic on D, u ... u D,, then by Theorem 10.3 
(p. 170) and the remarks on p. 182 of Duren [13],f has radial limits from 
both directions wz a.e. on E, for each j= 2, . . . . n. Moreover if the radial 
limits off1 D, are 0 on a subset of (UyE2 E,) n aD, of positive nz measure, 
then f 1 D, = 0. Let X = {YE L’(p): f is analytic on D, u . . . u D, and for 
each j = 1, . . . . n - 1, the radial limits off ID, and f 1 D,+ 1 agree m a.e. on 
E,, i 1. It is easy to show that Z is a closed subspace of L’(p) and X is 
invariant for the operator N given by multiplication by z. Let S be the 
restriction of N to Z. It follows that S is a subnormal operator and 
N = mne( S). 
Claim 1. S is irreducible. 
Since N is cyclic, Proposition 11.6 (p. 198) and Corollary 5.6 (p. 82) of 
Conway [lo] imply that any projection in {S>’ must be given by M,, 
where x is a characteristic function in 2 and M, denotes the operator mul- 
tiplication by x. Since x is in X, 1 is analytic on D, u ... u D, and hence 
XlD,=Oor lforeachj=l,..., n. Since the radial limits of x ( D, and x 1 D, + , 
agree wz a.e. on E,, 1 for each j= 1, . . . . n - 1, it follows from Theorem 10.3 
of [13] that x is either 0 or 1 in L’(p). Hence S is irreducible. 
Claim 2. C,uC2u ... uC,so,(S). 
Since C, = ao( S), C, 5 a,(S). The proof that C, E a,(S) for j = 2, . . . . n is 
exactly the same as the proof given in Section 3 of Axler [3, pp. 32-341 
(with W=D, u ... u D, and Li( IV)=&) and will not be reproduced 
here. 
Claim 3. For IED,u .,. uD,, S - A is Fredholm and index(S- A) 
=- 
To’prove this it suffices to show that (S-A) X = Y = {f e 2: f(A) = 0} 
and that Y is closed. The claim follows immediately on noting 
Y + @ =X. The proof that dp = range(S- 2) is closed is the standard 
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proof for the Bergman operator and the reader is referred to 
Corollary 111.10.7 of Conway [ 10, p. 1771. 
The fact that S*S- SS* is trace class follows from Corollary 9 of 
Hadwin and Nordgren [ 141 (see the remarks following Corollary 3.2 of 
this paper). 
If a,=O, then replace p with lo+ C;;i(p,++,), where p,, denotes the 
sum of arc length measure on C, u C, and area measure restricted to D, u 
. . . uD,-,. Now, let 2 = {f~ L$):fis analytic on D, u ... u D,_ L and 
for each j = 1, . . . . n - 2, the radial limits off I D, and f 1 D, + I agree m a.e. on 
E,, , }. The remainder of the construction is the same as the case a, = 1 
with the exception that D, is not in a(S). 1 
The operator obtained in Proposition 4.4 will be denoted by S( - 1, . . . . 
- 1, -a,), where u,~ is either 0 or 1 and the - 1 is repeated n - 1 times. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Zf a,, . . . . a,, _, are positive integers, a, is a nonnegative 
integer, and {C,};‘, {D,}; are as in Assumption 4.3, then there exists an 
irreducible, subnormal operator S such that 
(a) S*S - SS* is trace class; 
(b) o,(S) = C, u ... u C,; 
(c) index(S-A)= -a,for I in D,, j= 1, . . . . n. 
Proof Assume a,, > 0. As in Proposition 4.4, the case where a, = 0 is 
similar and will be discussed last. For each j = 1, . . . . n and m = 2, 3, . . . . let 
A,,, = (z E 0,: l/(m + 1) < distance(z, aD,) < l/m}. Note that each of the 
sets Al.,,,, 1 Q j<n- 1, m= 1,2, . . . . consists of two bands in D, of width 
l/m - l/(m + l), while the set A,,,, consists of a single band in D,. Hence as 
m increases, the bands approach the boundary of D,, 1 <j< n. Let q,,, 
denote area measure restricted to Ui?= r A,,krr,+, and let q,,,, 2 < i<a,, 
denote area measure restricted to IJ& A,,ka,+L. Thus the support of the 
measure q,,, is distributed over every u,th set of bands starting with the set 
A,,, when 2 G i < a,, and starting with the set A,,,,+ 1 when i = 1. Note that 
{ 9, ,: 1 < i < a,, 1 < j < n} is a set of pairwise singular measures atisfying 
q,,,iaD,) = 0 for each i and j. Also, a calculation will show that there is a 
constant C > 0, dependent on a,, . . . . a, but independent of i, j, and k such 
that J,,rdr<Cf,,rdr whenever R,={r=IzI: z~A~,,~+,,~,+,i and R2= 
{r= Izl: zeA+,+, }, 1 dj<n, 2<i<a,, k=O, 1, 2, . . . . 
Claim 1. If 1 < j<n, f is analytic on D,, and f EL*(q,,,), then 
f EL’(q,,,) for 2<i<a, and f ELi(D,). 
First note that if f E L*(q,,,) for 1 < i d uj and f is analytic on D,, then f is 
clearly in Li(D,). To show f E L*(q,,,), 2 < i < a,, there are two cases. 
Case 1. j = n and D, is the open unit disk. 
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Since f is analytic on Dj, M,(f) = jf 1 f(rere)12 de is an increasing 
function of r on [0, 1). Hence for each k = 1, 2, . . . . 
II d ho +,IfG)12 darea(z)G CJ‘I 1 f(z)12 darea( n. n &,lk+l&a,+l 
Case 2. 1 <j < n and D, is an annulus. 
Since f is analytic on the annulus D,, f may be decomposed into the sum 
of two functions f, and f2, where f, is analytic on the disk {z: IzI < 
n-j+l}, f2 is analytic on {z: Izl>n-j}u{co>, andf,(oci)=O. It is an 
easy task to verify that f, and f2 are in L’(q,,,) since f EL2(qL,,). Applying 
the same arguments as in Case 1, it follows that f, and f2 are in L’(q,,,) and 
hence fEL'(q,,,). 
Let m, {E,};=2, {z,>;=,, {L,>;=l, {P,};=~~ and {Y,);=~ be as in the 
proof of Proposition 4.4. Let /J,, = p1 + I;= 2(~, + y,), where p1 is the sum of 
arc length measure on C, and I;=, q ,,,. Note that {pOf u (q,,,: j= 1, . . . . n, 
i = 2, . . . . a,} is a collection of pairwise singular measures. Let So be the 
operator given by multiplication by z on X0 = (f E L’(p,,): f is analytic on 
D, u .‘. u D, and for each j= 1, . . . . n - 1, the radial limits off ID, and 
flD,+l agree wz a.e. on E,, , }. Exactly the same proof as in Proposition 4.4 
shows that S,, is an irreducible subnormal operator. The claim below shows 
that S,, has the same essential spectrum and index values as S( - 1, . . . . - 1). 
Claim 2. S, is similar to S( - 1, . . . . - 1). 
If f E Z’, where 9 is as in the proof of Proposition 4.4, then f E & since 
p0 is boundedly absolutely continuous with respect to p. In fact, this 
inclusion map is onto by Claim 1, and thus boundedly invertible by the 
Open Mapping Theorem. The claim follows at once. 
For each j = 1, . . . . n and i = 2, . . . . a, (if a, = 1 do nothing) let S,,, = S,,,, on 
R’(D,,, ql,,). To see that each S,,, is an irreducible subnormal operator, note 
that any projection in {S,,}’ must be given by M;, where XE R’(D,,, ql,,). 
Since x is analytic on D,, x must be either 0 or 1. 
Claim 3. For each i, j, b,(S,,,) = dD, and index(S,, - A) = -1 for 
AED,. 
Let T, be the operator given by multiplication by z on R2(D,, area I Dj). 
It follows from Axler, Conway, and McDonald [4 J that a,( T,) = dDj and 
index(T, - A) = -1 for 1 E 0,. Since the inclusion map from 
R’(D,, area1 0,) into R2(D,, q,,,) is in fact onto by Claim 1, the operator 
S,,, is similar to T, for each i, j. The claim follows at once. 
For each j= 1. . . . . n and i = 2, . . . . a, (if a, = 1 do nothing) let A,,,: X0 + 
R’(D,,, qt.,) be given by A,.,f = f) 0,. It follows from Claim 1 that each A,,, 
is a bounded linear operator. Also note that A,,,& = S,,,A,,, and the range 
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of A,,, contains the constants. Applying Theorem 4.1, an operator S is 
obtained satisfying (b) and (c). As in Proposition 4.4, part (a) follows from 
Corollary 9 of [ 143. 
If a,, = 0, then let p. = p, + C”,&, + y,), where pI is the sum of arc 
length measure on C, u C, and 1;~: ‘I~,,. The procedure is then the same 
as the above with X0 = {YE L2(po): f is analytic on D, u . . . u D,- 1 and 
for each j = 1, . . . . n - 2, the radial limits off I D, and f 1 D,+ , agree m a.e. on 
E,+d. I 
The operators obtained in Proposition 4.5 will be denoted by 
S(a L, . . . . a,,). In Section 5, a subset of (S(al, . . . . a,): a,, . . . . a,-, are positive 
integers and a, is a nonnegative integer} will be used as a set of canonical 
models to classify {C*(A): A is an irreducible essentially normal operator 
with a,(A) the finite union of disjoint Jordan curves and index(A - 1) # 0 
on some component of @jot(A)}. 
5. A CLASSIFICATION RESULT 
The main result of this section is Theorem 5.3, in which it is shown that 
if A is an irreducible essentially normal operator such that a,(A) consists of 
a finite number of disjoint Jordan curves and index(A - 1) # 0 for some 1 
in @\,o,(A), then C*(A) is generated by a subnormal operator. 
Throughout this section the following notation is used. Let f = 
IY , 3 ..., y,} consist of pairwise disjoint Jordan curves, let G,, . . . . G, denote 
the bounded components of @\Z, and, for each j= 1, . . . . n, let Z, denote the 
system of Jordan curves comprising 8G, and oriented so that G, = 
inside( Let [a,], [t,] denote the n x n matrices defined by (T,, = 0 if 
G, G outside y,; a,, = 1 if G, c inside y,; rrJ = 1 if y, E aG, and G, c inside y,; 
r,=O if y,#aG,; and r8 = -1 if y,~aG, and G,~outside yI, If cp is a 
homeomorphism of Z onto Z” = {y’, . . . . yi}, then cp can be represented by 
an n x n matrix [q,], where ‘pV = 1 if rp(y,) = y; and the orientation of yI is 
preserved; ‘p,, = - 1 if cp(y,) = yi and the orientation is reversed; and ve = 0 
if I # y;. Let G’,, . . . . Gk denote the bounded components of C\Z” and 
let [a;], [rk] be defined for these components in exactly the same fashion 
as [av], [rij] were defined for G1, . . . . G,. A short calculation will verify 
that [a,][cpjz][t/][a$][cpv][~y] =Z, where Z is the identity matrix. (Note 
that [a,][r,] =Zand [v,,] = [qz;‘] = [q,]-‘.) Also, a matrix calculation 
will show that the i, jth element of [a~][~y][zd] is equal to q((p(f,), 12) 
for any 2 in G:. Hence if [a,] and [a:] are n x 1 matrices with integer 
entries such that a: =x;=I ajq(cp(r,), I) for I in G:, then [a$][qO][r,] 
[a,] = [a:]. Lemma 5.1 below follows at once from these remarks and 
Theorem 3.5. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let A be an essentially normal operator such that, with the 
above notation, o,(A) = r and index(A -1) = a, for Iz in Gi. If q is a 
homeomorphism of r onto r’, S is an essentially normal subnormal operator 
such that a,(S) = r’ and index(S - A) = a: for 1 in G:, and 4 is a continuous 
extension of cp ~ ’ to a(mne(S)), then t&S) is an essentially normal operator 
such that a,($(S))=rand index($(S)--l)=a, for I in G,. 
LEMMA 5.2. if {C,}:=,, {D,}:=, are as in Assumption4.3, r’= 
{C 1, ..*, C,), G: = D, for i= 1, . . . . n, and a, # 0 for at least one i, then there is 
a unique homeomorphism cp of r onto r’ such that: 
(a) a;< ... <ai<a; CO; 
lb) a;<a;-a;< ... <ai-ai-,<O. 
Proof First note that if cp is any homeomorphism of r onto r’, then, 
since [at] [qc] [r,] is invertible, at least one element of [bj] = [a>] [pi,] 
[~,][a,] is nonzero. Hence if $ is a homeomorphism of r’ onto r’ which 
transforms (b,J;= r into a sequence (a;);= r satisfying (a) and (b), then the 
composition of ti with cp transforms {a,};=, into {a;};= r. Thus without 
loss of generality it may be assumed for the proof of the existence of cp that 
r=r= {cl,..., C,,) and G, = G: = D, for i= 1, . . . . n. In this case the matrix 
b,l = [Gl is g iven by t,=l if i=j; r,,= -1 if i=j+ 1; and r,=O 
otherwise. Thus the equation [a>][p,][t,][a,] = [a;] is equivalent to 
C~JC~JCa,l= Ct1jlCaJl= C~,lCa;l. Computing [lr,lCa,l and t~,lCall 
reduces this to Cv,l(a,, 4 - aIT ..., a,-a,-,)‘=(a;,a;-a; ,..., 
a; - a;- ,)‘, where the superscript denotes transpose. To select the matrix 
[(P,I so that taJI;=, satisfies conditions (a) and (b) first note that [rp,] is 
a signed permutation matrix. That is, [q,,] interchanges rows with possible 
changes in sign and thus can be decomposed into the product of a per- 
mutation matrix P, and a diagonal matrix D, in which the diagonal 
entries are either + 1 or - 1. Let D, be the n x n diagonal matrix [di] with 
d, = -signurn and di = -signum(a, - a, _ ,) for 2 < i < n. Let P, be the 
permutation matrix which reorders the entries of the column vector (d,a,, 
4(a, - aI ), . . . . d,(a, - a, _ ,))’ so that they are in increasing order. It follows 
that if [cp,] = P,+,D,, then {al);=, satisfies (a) and (b). 
To show uniqueness suppose that cp and $ are homeomorphisms of r 
onto r’ such that (a;};=, and {b,}g=, satisfy (a) and (b), where [a;] = 
C&,IC~,lC~,lCa,l and Cb,l= C4,1C~,lC~,lCail. It follows that CalI = 
[ai,1 [vi,1 [TV1 [a,1 [+,I CT;] Lb,] = Co,1 [vii1 CG,l CtJCb,l or equivalently 
Cv,l [@,I CC,1 Lb,1 = CT>1 [ail. Computing C6,l Cb,l, [$I CaJ, and 
writing the product of the signed permutation matrices [vii], [$,,I as the 
signed permutation matrix [a,], we obtain [a,](b,, b, -b,, . . . . 
b,I-b,~,)‘=(a’,,a;-a’, ,..., aA -a:- ,)t. Since the entries of both of the 
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column vectors form increasing sequences of nonpositive integers, [a,] 
must preserve both the sign and order of the entries. It follows that 
{b,}:‘=,= bq:=,. I 
THEOREM 5.3. If A is an irreducible essentially normal operator such that 
a,( A) = r, index(A - 2) = a, for 2 in G,, and a, # 0 for at least one i, then 
there exists a unique sequence (m,}:=, such that: 
(a) Otm, <m,< ... 6m,,; 
(b) O<m,-m ,,mmL< ... dm,--mz6m2--m,<m,; 
(c) C*(A)2 C*(S(m,, . . . . m,)), where S(m,, . . . . m,) is the operator 
obtained in Proposition 4.5. 
Proof Let cp be the homeomorphism off onto {C,, . . . . C,} obtained in 
Lemma 5.2 and let m, = -a: for each i= 1, . . . . n. Since {a;};=, satisfies 
a:,< ... <a;<u’,<O and a’,<a;-a’,< ... da;-aL-,<O, the sequence 
{m,};=, satisfies (a) and (b). If + is a continuous extension of (p-l to 
g(mne(S(m,, . . . . m,))), then, by Lemma 5.1, a,(tj(S(m,, . . . . m,))) = o,(A) 
and index( II/( S(m , , . . . . m,)) - ,I) = index(A - 1) for A in @\f. Part (c) now 
follows from Theorem 2.5. 1 
EXAMPLE 5.4. If S is the operator given by multiplication by z on 
H’(G), where G is a region bounded by n disjoint Jordan curves, then it is 
easy to verify that the operator S( 1,2, . . . . n) is the operator in Theorem 5.3 
such that C*(S) 2 C*(S( 1, 2, . . . . n)). 
6. BEHAVIOR OF C*(S) UNDER SIMILARITY AND QUASISIMILARITY 
The main results of this section are stronger versions of Propositions 4.1 
and 4.2 of Conway and McGuire [ 111. Propositions 6.1 and 6.2 below are 
the same as Propositions 2.3 and 2.5 of [ 111 and are included without 
proof for completeness. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. If A is a pure hyponormal operator such that 
A*A- AA* is compact, a(A)\a,(A) is a nonempty connected set, and 
index(A-I)= -1 for L in o(A)\a,(A), then A= A,@ A,@ . . . . where 
(a) each A,, is irreducible and A,*A, - A, A,* is compact; 
(b) for n 2 2, a(A,) E a,(A); 
(c) ~(A)\~,(A)=~(AI)\~,(A,) and for 2 in W,)\a,(A,), 
index(A, -I)= -1. 
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PROPOSITION 6.2. If A is a pure hyponormal operator such that 
A*A- AA* is compact, a(A)\a,(A) is a nonempty connected set, 
index(A-I)= -1 for 2 in a(A)\a,(A), and area(o,(A))=O, then A is 
irreducible. 
Recall that an operator A in a(%) is n-effectually rationally cyclic if 
there are vectors g,, . . . . g,, in 2 such that 2 = span{ y: there are 
polynomials p, q,, . . . . q,, such that p(T) y = C:=, q,(T) g,} and no fewer 
than n vectors will suffice. It is known (see [S] or [17]) that if A is a 
finitely effectually rationally cyclic hyponormal operator, then A*A - AA* 
is trace class. Hence A is essentially normal. 
~oPosrTroN 6.3. Let A be a finitely effectually rationally multicyclic 
operator such that C*(A) is generated by an irreducible, essentially normal, 
subnormal operator S. If B is an irreducible hyponormal operator such that A 
is similar to B, then C*(B) z C*(A) = C*(S). 
Proof Since C*(A) = C*(S), Theorem 2.5 implies that A is irreducible, 
o,(A) = qo(a,(S)) for some q ~w(a(N)) such that 40 is one-to-one on a,(S), 
and index(A-L)=index(cp(S)-1) for 1 in UZ\a,(A). Since B is similar to 
A, B is finitely effectually rationally multicyclic and hence essentially nor- 
mal by [S]. Also since B is similar to A, o(B) =a(A), a,(B)=o,(A), and 
index(A - A) = index(B - ,I) for ,I in @\a,(A). Thus, since B is irreducible, 
Theorem 2.5 implies C*(B) s C*(S) = C*(A). 1 
The assumption that B is irreducible can be dropped if A satisfies 
the assumptions in Proposition 6.2. In particular this happens if A is a 
cyclic operator such that area(a,(A)) =0 and a(A)\o,(A) is a nonempty 
connected set. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. If A is an irreducible operator, S, is a cyclic subnormal 
operator in C*(A) such that area (a,(S,))=O, o(S,)\o,(S,) is a connected 
set, C*(A) = C*(S,), and S, is a subnormal operator quasisimilar to S,, then 
C*(S,)zC*(S,)=C*(A). 
Proof Since C*(A) = C*(S,) and A is irreducible, S, must be 
irreducible. Also since S, is cyclic, Sz is cyclic and both S, and Sz are 
essentially normal. It is shown in Raphael [21] that quasisimilar cyclic 
subnormal operators have equal essential spectra. It also follows from the 
quasisimilarity that index(S, - 1) = index(S, - A) for 2 in Q=\a,(S,). By the 
remark preceding this proposition and Proposition 6.2, Sz is irreducible. 
The result now follows from Theorem 2.5. 1 
PROPOSITION 6.5. If S, and S, are quasisimilar, cyclic, irreducible sub- 
normal operators, then C*(S,) z C*(S,). 
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Proof. Since S, and SZ are cyclic, they are essentially normal [5]. Since 
S, and Sz are quasisimilar, they have the same essential spectra and index 
values [21]. Theorem 2.5 implies C*(S,) z C*(S,). 1 
7. ON HYPONORMAL OPERATORS WITH RANK 1 SELF-COMMUTATORS 
In Conway and McGuire [ 11 J, a conjecture of C. R. Putnam [20 J is 
proved, giving a sufficient condition that a pure hyponormal operator T 
with T*T- TT* rank 1 satisfy the condition that C*(T) is generated by a 
unilateral shift of multiplicity 1. Theorem 7.2 of this section improves this 
result by giving a suflicient condition for C*(T) z C*(S( 1,2, . . . . n)), where 
S( 1, 2, . . . . n) is as in Example 5.4. Lemma 7.1 below is a well-known “folk” 
Iemma and a proof can be found in [ 111. 
LEMMA 7.1. If T is a pure hyponormal operator and T*T - TT* has 
rank 1, then index(T-A)= -1 for ,l in @\a,(T). 
THEOREM 7.2. If T is a pure hyponormal operator such that 
(a) T*T- TT* has rank 1, 
(b) x IIT*T- TT*II =area a(T), and 
(c) cr( T) = c, where G is a region bounded by n disjoint Jordan curves, 
rhen C*(T) z C*(S( 1,2, . . . . n)). 
Proof Let g be the principle function for T (see [ 73 or [8, 
pp. 961073). Then g is a measurable function on @, O,< g,< 
rank( T* T - TT* ) = 1, and g = 0 off a(T). If tr is the trace functional, then 
tr(T*T- TT*) = (l/n) jsc g(z) d area(z). Since T*T- TT* is positive with 
rank 1, properties (a) and (b) imply that area(a(T)) =rr IIT*T- TT*II = 
II tr(T*T- TT*) = JJ g<area(a(T)). Hence g= 1 a.e. on o(T). That is, 
g= xoc7). By Theorem 6 of [7], Q,(T) = 8G. By (a) and Proposition 6.1, T 
is irreducible. The result now follows from Theorem 2.5 and the remarks in 
Example 5.4. 1 
The condition that the principle function g = 1 a.e. on g(T) is equivalent 
to the condition that rc /T*T- TT*l( = area a(T). It is shown in [19] that 
if the conditions of Theorem 7.2 are assumed and in addition if it is 
assumed that G is bounded by analytic Jordan curves, then T is similar to 
the operator multiplication by z on H’(G). Thus Proposition 6.3 could also 
be used to prove Theorem 7.2 in this special case. 
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